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the india highway exhibition and its
companion book were also made possible in
large part through the support of the british
council, who funded a wide range of activities
in london and the uk that focused on india's
contribution to the world of art. the british
council's indian art council and india art
initiative contributed to the event, as did the
museum of modern art in new york, which in
2008 held a month-long exhibition of indian
photography. the serpentine gallery was also
supported by the getty foundation, and by the
arts council (london). the indian highway
exhibition and the book were also supported
by a large number of private institutions and
foundations. for example, the arts council
(england) supported the event, providing
grants to cover the cost of travel,
accommodation, and exhibition support. the
rfk centre for the arts also supported the
exhibition, in part with grants that supported
the indian highway book. the organisers of the
event also received funds from a number of
institutions, including the indian high
commission and the british council. the book is
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illustrated with photographs and documents
as well as a digital archive of photographs and
other objects from the nehru centre, and links
to websites that document the history of the
building. it includes an extensive bibliography.
india highway will also feature work by the
scholar shivam gupta. after the breaking down
of modernity: the cultural politics of popular
cinema is a study of the transformation of
mainstream hindi cinema from the 1960s to
the present day. in the process, i uncover
hitherto unexplored patterns of audience-
driven and state-influenced change. with a
focus on the increasing secularist bent of hindi
cinema, i track the history of its foundational
moments, ranging from the creation of the
myth of 'shivaji' to the rise of shah rukh khan.
i also trace the impact of the post-
liberalization deregulation of the indian media,
the rise of secular political parties, and more
recently, social media on the changing ways in
which hindi cinema narrates the life of an
indian citizen.
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